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32.2. ast — Abstract Syntax Trees

Source code: Lib/ast.py

The ast module helps Python applications to process trees of the Python abstract syntax

grammar. The abstract syntax itself might change with each Python release; this module helps

to �nd out programmatically what the current grammar looks like.

An abstract syntax tree can be generated by passing ast.PyCF_ONLY_AST as a �ag to the

compile() built-in function, or using the parse() helper provided in this module. The result

will be a tree of objects whose classes all inherit from ast.AST. An abstract syntax tree can be

compiled into a Python code object using the built-in compile() function.

文本，大概不會追問『ASDL』是什麼吧！

32.2.2. Abstract Grammar
The abstract grammar is currently de�ned as follows:

樹莓派, 樹莓派之學習, 樹莓派之教育
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-- ASDL's six builtin types are identifier, int, string, bytes, object, singleton

module Python
{
    mod = Module(stmt* body)
        | Interactive(stmt* body)
        | Expression(expr body)

        -- not really an actual node but useful in Jython's typesystem.
| Suite(stmt* body)

stmt = FunctionDef(identifier name, arguments args,
stmt* body, expr* decorator_list, expr? returns)

| AsyncFunctionDef(identifier name, arguments args,
stmt* body, expr* decorator_list, expr? returns)

| ClassDef(identifier name,
expr* bases,
keyword* keywords,
stmt* body,
expr* decorator_list)

| Return(expr? value)

| Delete(expr* targets)
| Assign(expr* targets, expr value)
| AugAssign(expr target, operator op, expr value)

-- use 'orelse' because else is a keyword in target languages
| For(expr target, expr iter, stmt* body, stmt* orelse)
| AsyncFor(expr target, expr iter, stmt* body, stmt* orelse)
| While(expr test, stmt* body, stmt* orelse)
| If(expr test, stmt* body, stmt* orelse)
| With(withitem* items, stmt* body)
| AsyncWith(withitem* items, stmt* body)

| Raise(expr? exc, expr? cause)
| Try(stmt* body, excepthandler* handlers, stmt* orelse, stmt* finalbody)
| Assert(expr test, expr? msg)

| Import(alias* names)
| ImportFrom(identifier? module, alias* names, int? level)

| Global(identifier* names)
| Nonlocal(identifier* names)
| Expr(expr value)
| Pass | Break | Continue

-- XXX Jython will be different
-- col_offset is the byte offset in the utf8 string the parser uses
attributes (int lineno, int col_offset)

-- BoolOp() can use left &amp; right?
expr = BoolOp(boolop op, expr* values)

| BinOp(expr left, operator op, expr right)
| UnaryOp(unaryop op, expr operand)
| Lambda(arguments args, expr body)
| IfExp(expr test, expr body, expr orelse)
| Dict(expr* keys, expr* values)
| Set(expr* elts)
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| ListComp(expr elt, comprehension* generators)
| SetComp(expr elt, comprehension* generators)
| DictComp(expr key, expr value, comprehension* generators)
| GeneratorExp(expr elt, comprehension* generators)
-- the grammar constrains where yield expressions can occur
| Await(expr value)
| Yield(expr? value)
| YieldFrom(expr value)
-- need sequences for compare to distinguish between
-- x &lt; 4 &lt; 3 and (x &lt; 4) &lt; 3
| Compare(expr left, cmpop* ops, expr* comparators)
| Call(expr func, expr* args, keyword* keywords)
| Num(object n) -- a number as a PyObject.
| Str(string s) -- need to specify raw, unicode, etc?
| Bytes(bytes s)
| NameConstant(singleton value)
| Ellipsis

-- the following expression can appear in assignment context
| Attribute(expr value, identifier attr, expr_context ctx)
| Subscript(expr value, slice slice, expr_context ctx)
| Starred(expr value, expr_context ctx)
| Name(identifier id, expr_context ctx)
| List(expr* elts, expr_context ctx)
| Tuple(expr* elts, expr_context ctx)

-- col_offset is the byte offset in the utf8 string the parser uses
attributes (int lineno, int col_offset)

expr_context = Load | Store | Del | AugLoad | AugStore | Param

slice = Slice(expr? lower, expr? upper, expr? step)
| ExtSlice(slice* dims)
| Index(expr value)

boolop = And | Or

operator = Add | Sub | Mult | MatMult | Div | Mod | Pow | LShift
| RShift | BitOr | BitXor | BitAnd | FloorDiv

unaryop = Invert | Not | UAdd | USub

cmpop = Eq | NotEq | Lt | LtE | Gt | GtE | Is | IsNot | In | NotIn

comprehension = (expr target, expr iter, expr* ifs)

excepthandler = ExceptHandler(expr? type, identifier? name, stmt* body)
attributes (int lineno, int col_offset)

arguments = (arg* args, arg? vararg, arg* kwonlyargs, expr* kw_defaults,
arg? kwarg, expr* defaults)

arg = (identifier arg, expr? annotation)
attributes (int lineno, int col_offset)

-- keyword arguments supplied to call (NULL identifier for **kwargs)
keyword = (identifier? arg, expr value)

-- import name with optional 'as' alias.
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25. Design of CPython’s Compiler

25.1. Abstract
In CPython, the compilation from source code to bytecode involves several steps:

Parse source code into a parse tree (Parser/pgen.c)1. 

Transform parse tree into an Abstract Syntax Tree (Python/ast.c)2. 

Transform AST into a Control Flow Graph (Python/compile.c)3. 

Emit bytecode based on the Control Flow Graph (Python/compile.c)4. 

The purpose of this document is to outline how these steps of the process work.

This document does not touch on how parsing works beyond what is needed to explain what is

needed for compilation. It is also not exhaustive in terms of the how the entire system works.

You will most likely need to read some source to have an exact understanding of all details.

莫非香蕉、芭樂風味一樣乎？

25.3. Abstract Syntax Trees (AST)
Green Tree Snakes

See also Green Tree Snakes – the missing Python AST docs by Thomas Kluyver.

The abstract syntax tree (AST) is a high-level representation of the program structure without

the necessity of containing the source code; it can be thought of as an abstract representation
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alias = (identifier name, identifier? asname)

withitem = (expr context_expr, expr? optional_vars)
}



of the source code. The speci�cation of the AST nodes is speci�ed using the Zephyr Abstract

Syntax De�nition Language (ASDL)[Wang97].

The de�nition of the AST nodes for Python is found in the �le Parser/Python.asdl.

Each AST node (representing statements, expressions, and several specialized types, like list

comprehensions and exception handlers) is de�ned by the ASDL. Most de�nitions in the AST

correspond to a particular source construct, such as an ‘if’ statement or an attribute lookup.

The de�nition is independent of its realization in any particular programming language.

所以前行者，最好先了解一下

Zephyr ASDL





※註︰

ZEPHYR ASDL HOME PAGE

Home of ASDL



I’m in the process of migrating the ASDL webpages from the old site. For a current version of ASDL

checkout the CVS repository.

Introduction

The Zephyr Abstract Syntax Description Lanuguage (ASDL) is a language designed to describe

the tree-like data structures in compilers. Its main goal is to provide a method for compiler

components written in different languages to interoperate. ASDL makes it easier for

applications written in a variety of programming languages to communicate complex recursive

data structures.

asdlGen is a tool that takes ASDL descriptions and produces implementations of those

descriptions in a variety of popular languages. ASDL and asdlGen together provide the

following advantages

Concise descriptions of important data structures.

Automatic generation of data structure implementations for C, C++, Java, Standard ML, and

Haskell.

Automatic generation of functions to read and write the data structures to disk in a

machine and language independent way.

ASDL descriptions describe the tree-like data structures such as abstract syntax trees (ASTs)

and compiler intermediate representations (IRs). Tools such as asdlGen automatically produce

the equivalent data structure de�nitions for C, C++, Java, Standard ML, OCaml, and Haskell.

asdlGen also produces functions for each language that read and write the data structures to

and from a platform and language independent sequence of bytes. The sequence of bytes is

called a pickle.

ASDL pickles can be interactively viewed and edited with a graphical browser, or pretty

printed into a simple textual format. The browser provides some advanced features such as

display styles and tree based versions of standard unix tools such as diff and grep. ASDL was

part of the Zephyr National Compiler Infrastructure project.

Documentation, bugs, software etc….



See the Source Forge project page.

再借著

Green Tree Snakes – the missing Python AST docs

Abstract Syntax Trees, ASTs, are a powerful feature of Python. You can write programs that

inspect and modify Python code, after the syntax has been parsed, but before it gets compiled

to byte code. That opens up a world of possibilities for introspection, testing, and mischief.

The of�cial documentation for the ast module is good, but somewhat brief. Green Tree Snakes is

more like a �eld guide (or should that be forest guide?) for working with ASTs. To contribute to

the guide, see the source repository.

Contents:

Getting to and from ASTs

Modes

Fixing locations

Going backwards

Meet the Nodes

Literals

Variables

Expressions

Statements

Control �ow

Function and class de�nitions

Async and await

Working on the Tree

Inspecting nodes

Modifying the tree

Examples of working with ASTs

Wrapping integers

Simple test framework



Real projects

入 AST 大門也☆


